How to build the
forever customer.
E-commerce businesses across Europe are
rapidly investing in new technology to stay
competitive. But while racing to evolve,
brands need to keep the human touch to
encourage customer loyalty and retention.
Let's examine the importance of customer
retention, and the latest, most impactful
innovations in the space.

Why does consumer
retention matter?

57%

65%

of consumers spend
more with brands
they're loyal to.1

of a company’s
business comes from
existing customers.2

Loyal customers are more likely to3

Make repeat
purchases

Become a
stable source
of revenue

Create
growth
opportunities

Act as brand
advocates

Help you stand
out from
competitors

It costs a business
5x more to acquire
new customers than
to keep existing ones.4

Consumer retention trends to watch

Omnichannel
experiences

• Europeans today increasingly prefer to
shop with online stores that offer
omnichannel retail.5
• It goes beyond buying online and
picking up in-store. Consumers expect
brands to make their omnichannel
experiences extra-convenient.

of younger European shoppers want convenient
click-and-collect options when they shop online.6

Personalised
loyalty programs

• 66% of European customers are
registered to more than one loyalty
programme.7 Cost savings and rewards
are leading reasons behind signups.
• Brands can stand out from their
competitors by offering personalised
discounts and rewards, informed by
consumer analytics. A new wave of
deal-finding tools are also collaborating
with brands to redefine consumer
access to savings.
• PayPal’s Honey is a free Chrome
extension that offers consumers
exclusive discounts at over 30,000+
merchants when they shop online.8

Europeans prefer personalised
loyalty programmes.9

Cost-saving
subscriptions
By

Europeans prefer personalised
loyalty programmes.14

• 1 in 5 Europeans are subscribed to
more than four services.10 Subscriptions
have become ubiquitous because they
offer consumers convenience, savings,
and personalised products.
• Brands can diversify their subscription
offerings to offer consumers next-level
convenience.
• Brands like ASOS11, Deliveroo12, and
Selfridges13 have transformed free delivery
into a subscription. Users pay a small fee
every month and enjoy unlimited free and
expedited delivery, with no minimum spend.

In today’s hyper-competitive
e-commerce landscape,
businesses that go the extra
mile to retain their consumers
have a critical advantage.
80% of consumers worldwide agree
that experience is as important as
a company’s product or service.15
Discover more trends in the
customer loyalty space in the
latest instalment of our Think
Forward: The Commerce Report
series, The Forever Customer.
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